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Abstract. Achieving tight security is a fundamental task in cryptog-
raphy. While one of the most important purposes of this task is to
improve the overall efficiency of a construction (by allowing smaller secu-
rity parameters), many current lattice-based instantiations do not com-
pletely achieve the goal. Particularly, a super-polynomial modulus seems
to be necessary in all prior work for (almost) tight schemes that allow
the adversary to conduct queries, such as PRF, IBE, and Signatures. As
the super-polynomial modulus would affect the noise-to-modulus ratio
and thus increase the parameters, this might cancel out the advantages
(in efficiency) brought from the tighter analysis. To determine the full
power of tight security/analysis in lattices, it is necessary to determine
whether the super-polynomial modulus restriction is inherent.

In this work, we remove the super-polynomial modulus restriction for
many important primitives – PRF, IBE, All-but-many Lossy Trapdoor
Functions, and Signatures. The crux relies on an improvement over the
framework of Boyen and Li (Asiacrypt 16), and an almost tight reduction
from LWE to LWR, which improves prior work by Alwen et al. (Crypto
13), Bogdanov et al. (TCC 16), and Bai et al. (Asiacrypt 15). By combin-
ing these two advances, we are able to derive these almost tight schemes
under LWE with a polynomial modulus.

1 Introduction

Tight Security. The reduction framework is a powerful tool to analyze secu-
rity of a cryptographic construction by relating its security to some suitable
mathematical hard problem, such as problems of integer factoring, discrete logs,
shortest vector in lattices, and many others [19,35,46]. This framework can be
described roughly as follows: assume that there exists a (tA, εA)-adversary A
that breaks the cryptographic construction, then we can construct a (tB, εB)-
reduction algorithm B that uses A as a subroutine and solves the underlying
hard problem.1

1 We use the notation of (t, ε) to denote an algorithm that breaks a crypto system or
solves a hard problem within running time t and with advantage ε.
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To evaluate how tight the security of the cryptographic scheme is with respect
to the hardness of the underlying problem, we establish analysis of bounds in
the form: εB ≥ εA/θ and tB ≤ ktA + o(tA), and then use kθ as a measure of
tightness – the smaller this quantity is, the tighter the security can achieve. The
cryptographic scheme is considered to be (1) tight (with respect to the underlying
hard problem) if kθ = c for some constant independent of the adversary, and (2)
almost tight (with respect to the underlying hard problem) if kθ = poly(λ) for
some small polynomial of the security parameter, independent of the adversary.

Achieving tight security is a meaningful task, particularly when one can prove
the same or perhaps slightly less efficient scheme has a tight reduction than a
non-tight one. From a theoretical point of view, tightness indicates that security
of a crypto scheme is (extremely) closely related to the hardness of the underlying
hard problem, which is the optimal case we can expect from the provable security
theory. By knowing the (almost) tight relation, we would know how aggressively
we can set the security parameter, which is important for practical efficiency.

This subject has drawn a large amount of attention. For symmetric key
primitives, we know how to achieve almost tight pseudorandom functions
(PRFs) [8,26,41] with respect to various assumptions. Later on, the community
turned the focus to public-key primitives. For example, Waters [53] stated an
open problem of constructing a tightly, adaptively secure IBE scheme from stan-
dard computational hardness assumptions without random oracles. In addition
to IBE, progress has been made for various other schemes, including public-key
encryption and signature (e.g, [5,10,24,28,32,33]).

Progress in Lattices. While research in this line is active, most results were
with respect to assumptions on groups [10,24,33] or integer factorization [9,39].
For other important or post-quantum assumptions such as lattices, only a few
results are known even for almost tight security. For symmetric-key primitives,
there are only two almost tight PRFs from the learning with error assumption
(LWE) [8,41]. For public-key primitives, Boyen and Li [16] constructed the first
almost tight IBE based on LWE by using a novel application of (key) homomor-
phic evaluation of PRF. Later in subsequent work, Boyen and Li [17], and Lib-
ert et al. [41] generalized this technique to construct almost tight all-but-many
lossy trapdoor functions (ABM-LTFs) from LWE. These results are significant, as
ABM-LTFs have several important applications in constructing other primitives,
such as almost tight encryption schemes that are secure against selective opening
attacks and CCA2 attacks (SO-CCA2) [17], and almost tight encryption schemes
with multiple challenges against CCA2 attacks [41].

Despite these excellent advances, we however notice a common drawback in
all prior almost tight lattice-based results – they all require super-polynomial
moduli. It is much more favorable to build schemes with a polynomial modulus,
as this provides a better security guarantee, e.g., a better approximate factor of
worst-case lattice problems, and thus can lead to smaller parameters resulting in
better efficiency. Additionally from a theoretic point of view, it is important to
determine whether a super-polynomial modulus is inherent in achieving almost
tight security in lattice-based crypto. Therefore, we ask:

Can we achieve (almost) tight security in lattices with a polynomial modulus ?
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1.1 Our Results

In this work, we answer this question in a positive way for the following important
primitives – PRF, IBE, and ABM-LTF. In particular, we construct and prove
almost tight security of all these primitives with respect to LWE with polynomial
moduli. Some other almost tight constructions can also be obtained along this
line as we describe several examples. (1) Similar to the work of Boyen and
Li [16], our technique of IBE can be used to derive almost tight signature schemes.
Moreover, our IBE can be (almost) tightly extended to CCA2-IBE. (2) We can
achieve almost tight IND-SO-CCA2 secure encryption schemes from LWE with
a polynomial modulus q, following the framework of [17]. (3) We can achieve
almost tight encryption schemes for multiple ciphertexts against CCA2 attacks
from LWE with a polynomial modulus q, following the framework of [41]. Below
we summarize our main results.

1. We prove that the GGM-based PRF in [8] is almost tight with respect to LWE
with a polynomial modulus. This derives the first almost tight lattice-based
PRF with a polynomial modulus. The crux relies on a new route of reduc-
tion LWE → Q-LWR′ → PRF, avoiding the known non-tight approach, i.e.,
LWE → PRG → PRF.2

Moreover, our reduction LWE → Q-LWR′ has advantages over existing reduc-
tions: (1) we remove the additional number-theoretic limitation on the mod-
ulus in [4]; (2) our reduction has better running time and distinguishing
probability than those in the work [11,16]. See Sects. 1.2 and 3 for further
discussions.

2. We then construct an almost tight adaptively secure IBE from lattices with
a polynomial modulus. This improves the prior work [16] by weakening its
underlying assumption, i.e., LWE for some super-polynomial modulus. To
achieve this, we first improve the framework of [16], showing that an almost
tight PRF (even not computable in NC1) suffices for achieving almost tight
IBE with a polynomial modulus. Then the desired IBE follows by combining
our almost tight PRF (not necessarily in NC1) with the improved framework.

3. We further show that our technique in Contribution 2 can be used to achieve
an almost tight ABM-LTF and signatures from LWE with a polynomial mod-
ulus, improving the underlying assumption needed in the prior work [17,41].

1.2 Our Techniques

Pseudorandom Functions
In this work, we derive the first almost tight PRF with respect to LWE with a
polynomial modulus. To illustrate our new ideas, we first briefly review the
elegant approach by Banerjee, Peikert, and Rosen [8], who constructed the
first lattice-based PRF by introducing an intermediate problem – the learning
2 Q is the number of queries in the PRF; LWR′ is a variant of the LWR problem

originally defined in the work [8]; Q-LWR′ is a multi-secret variant of LWR′ that
includes inner products of Q secrets per sample.
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with rounding (LWR) assumption, a de-randomized version of the LWE assump-
tion [49]. In LWR, there is a secret vector s ∈ Z

n
q and the target is to distinguish

(a, �〈a, s〉	q→p) from the uniform distribution, where (a, s) $←− Z
n
q ×Z

n
q , and the

rounding function is taken as �x mod q	q→p = �x(p/q)	 mod p. Since then, the
work [15] and follow-up work [7] have built PRFs based on the LWE/LWR (or
their variants), and different reductions from LWE to LWR have been proved for
various parameters [4,6,11].

We observe that all non-GGM PRFs [7,8] cannot be proved secure under
LWE with a polynomial modulus using current techniques: (1) The synthesizer
in Naor-Reigold-based PRFs [45] need to use LWR with unbounded samples.
However, all known reductions from LWE to LWR [4,6,8,11] with polynomial
moduli require that the number of samples is bounded; (2) Other constructions
such as the direct construction [8], tree-based construction [7], and the key-
homomorphic PRF [7,15,41], require the modulus to be larger than the noise,
which grows super-polynomially as needed in their analyses.

On the other hand, the GGM-based PRFs can be proved secure under LWE
with a polynomial modulus. This is because LWR with bounded samples suffices
for the GGM analysis (see [4]), and we do know reductions from LWE to LWR
with a polynomial modulus [4,6,11]. However, the reduction loss in this approach
depends on the number of queries Q by the PRF adversary. This work shows how
to remove this dependency on Q.

Our New Idea: A New Route of Reduction
We first recall that the GGM framework [31] showed that a length-doubling PRG
implies a PRF. The proof of security can be decomposed into two steps (c.f. [37]),

i.e., PRG
(1)−−→ Q-PRG

(2)−−→ PRF, where the Q-PRG problem is to distinguish Q
independent samples of PRG from Q random strings. The second step is almost
tight, yet the loss in the first step depends on Q under currently known hybrid
proof techniques. Therefore, any route that starts with LWE → PRG will hit this
technical difficulty. To bypass this barrier, we propose a new route:

LWE
(i)−→ n-LWE

(ii)−−→ Q-LWR′ (iii)−−→ PRF,

where the Q-LWR′ problem asks to distinguish samples either from (A, �st
1 ·

A	q→p, . . . , �st
Q ·A	q→p) or from the corresponding uniform distribution, where

si ← Z
n
p for i ∈ [Q].3

The reduction loss in (i) is n by a simple hybrid argument, and thus almost
tight. The reduction loss in (iii) is k (the input length), which is almost tight. It
is worth pointing out that the n-LWE problem is also known as the multi-secret
LWE problem. As n is a system parameter that only depends on the security
parameter, sometimes this version of the LWE is used as the starting point of
the underlying hard problem, e.g. the work [17].

3 The original LWR problem [8] samples the secret uniformly at random from Z
n
q .
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We next present a new analysis of n-LWE
(ii)−−→ Q-LWR′, which can be proved

tight (for some useful settings of parameters). To achieve this, we present a
refinement of the work [4] below:

Refinement of [4]. We present a critical observation that the information-
theoretic step of [4] can be applied to the multi-secret setting. More specifically,
we take the steps as follows.

1. First, we break A ∈ Z
n×m
q into (Ā,a) ∈ Z

n×(m−1)
q × Z

n
q and switch Ā into

some lossy but indistinguishable Ã. This incurs a security loss εn-LWE.
2. Then, we prove that (Ã, �s1

t · Ã	q→p, · · · , �st
Q · Ã	q→p,a, �a · s1	q→p, · · · ,

�a · sQ	q→p) is statistically close to (Ã, �st
1 · Ã	q→p, · · · , �st

Q · Ã	q→p,a,
�u1	q→p, · · · , �uQ	q→p)) for truly random {ui}i∈[Q].

3. Next, we switch Ã back to Ā, with another security loss εn-LWE.
4. Then we repeat the above steps for each column of A.

The second step can be proved using the concept that a strong extractor
extracts randomness from a block-source. It is clear that (a, 〈a, s〉) is a strong
extractor. As we can show that s1, · · · , sQ form a block-source,4 a can extract
their randomness [52]. This step might incur a dependency on Q yet in the purely
information-theoretic manner, i.e., the dependency on Q will not affect εn-LWE in
the multiplicative way. With appropriate parameters, we can make the statistical
distance in Step 2 arbitrarily small, e.g., 2−n, and the security loss in Steps 1–3
would be 2εn-LWE + 2−n. By repeating Steps 1–3 for all columns (i.e. m), we can
obtain a reduction with loss m(2εn-LWE + 2−n), which is almost tight.

Further Improvements. Next, we present two optimizations of the above app-
roach: (1) By using a more efficient hybrid analysis, we can get rid of the depen-
dency on m in the above argument. Particularly, if the secret s has sufficient
entropy relative to m, we can extract multiple columns per hybrid, resulting in
using less hybrids and thus the overall reduction can be independent of m. (2) By
using a leftover hash lemma for general modulus q with a more careful analysis,
we can further remove the number-theoretic restrictions in [4]. This broadens
the range of parameter selections – for example, the prior analysis [4] does not
cover several useful settings, e.g., q = pe, where our improvement does.

Putting Things Together for PRF. Putting things together, we are able to
achieve: n-LWE → PRF with reduction loss k, and similarly LWE → PRF with
reduction loss kn. By applying the technique of input-domain extension by [26],
we can further reduce the loss k to ω(log κ) and achieve the on-the-fly security.
We summarize the results as follow:

Theorem 1.1 (Informal). With some polynomial modulus q, we have: (1)
n-LWE → PRF with reduction loss ω(log κ), and (2) LWE → PRF with reduction
loss n · ω(log κ).
4 More precisely, we can prove that s1, · · · , sQ have high min-entropy and form a

block-source, conditioned on �st
1 · Ã�q→p, · · · , �st

Q · Ã�q→p.
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A Note on Dimension Loss. For general moduli p, q, all known reductions
LWE → (Q-)LWR ( [4,6,11] and ours) incur a dimension loss, i.e., LWE with
dimension � implies (Q-)LWR with dimension ranging from O(�) to O(� log q). As
our almost tight result LWE → Q-LWR can achieve dimension loss of a constant
factor, in the setting of general moduli, our reduction LWE → PRF is better than
existing non-tight analyses LWE → LWR → PRF [4,6,11] in terms of security loss
and in some cases as well dimension loss.

For special moduli p, q such that p|q, the reduction LWE → LWR of Bai et al. [6]
does not incur a dimension loss, yet their reduction running time blows up signif-
icantly (at least quadratically) as the analysis goes through a decision to search
step. An alternative approach would take the LWE function fA(s,e) = A ·s+e as
a PRG, which is indeed length expanding as we do not need n log q bits of random-
ness to represent e. This approach would not incur a dimension loss nor impose
number theoretic restrictions on the modulus q. By using these two approaches,
one can get a non-tight GGM PRF with the same dimension parameter as the
underlying LWE, namely �.

In general, a non-tight PRF (with dimension �) and a tight PRF (with dimen-
sion O(�)) are incomparable as we discuss below. On one hand, if LWE is expo-
nentially hard, e.g., εLWE(�) = 2−�, the non-tight PRF only needs to scale up � to
(�+log Q) to accommodate the security loss of a factor Q. In this case, the non-
tight PRF parameter is better than the tight one. On the other hand, if LWE is
only super-polynomially hard, e.g., εLWE(�) = 2− log2(�), the non-tight PRF needs
to scale up � to e� where log e ≈ log Q/(2 log �), in order to accommodate the
security loss. As e can be an arbitrary constant depending on the adversary, the
tight PRF is better in this setting.

Almost Tight IBE and ABM-LTFs from LWE with Polynomial q
Recently, Boyen and Li [16] showed how to achieve an almost tight IBE from LWE
by proposing a novel technique that applies (key) homomorphic evaluation on
PRF. Shortly, this technique was used to achieve ABM-LTFs from LWE and thus
many of their applications [17,41]. However, their techniques inherently require a
super-polynomial modulus in achieving almost tight security. Below, we present
our new insights to remove this restriction. For simplicity of presentation, we
just focus on the setting of IBE [16] and remark that the idea can be extended
to the ABM-LTF in a similar way.

Basically, Boyen and Li [16] showed that an almost tight IBE can be con-
structed if (1) LWE is hard, (2) there exists an (almost) tight PRF that can be
evaluated in NC1. Even though their reduction is tight from LWE+PRF, there is
no known instantiation of the required PRF from LWE with a polynomial mod-
ulus. Therefore, there is no construction of pure lattice-based almost tight IBE
with a polynomial modulus. How to achieve such a PRF instantiation is a natural
and interesting open problem.
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The GGM-PRF with our new analysis still does not solve the open problem
directly, as the GGM-based construction is not known to be in NC1. Neverthe-
less, we bypass this issue by showing that the requirement on NC1 is not nec-
essary. Particularly, we improve the framework of Boyen and Li [16] by showing
that the following conditions are sufficient: (1) LWE is hard, (2) there exists an
almost tight PRF, and (3) there exists a (leveled) fully homomorphic encryption
scheme whose decryption algorithm can be computed in NC1.5 Our desired IBE
follows, as we can instantiate all the components from LWE with a polynomial
modulus – the GGM-based PRF in this work for (2), and the FHE schemes [3,22]
for (3). In summary, we achieve the following theorem:

Theorem 1.2 (Informal). Assuming LWE is hard for some polynomial modu-
lus q, there exists an almost tight adaptively secure IBE in the standard model.

Below we highlight our new ideas. We first recall the framework of Boyen
and Li [16], which can be described roughly as follows. The public key contains
matrices A and B1, . . . ,Bk. At various steps (in the proof), the matrices are
encoded as Bi = A·Ri+siG, where si is the i-th bit of a PRF key K and Ri’s are
random matrices with small norms. In the key derivation process, i.e., to derive
skid, their scheme applies the (key) homomorphic evaluation algorithm [14] on the
matrices {Bi}i∈k to compute the function PRF(K, id) for some given id, resulting
in Bid = A·Rid+PRF(K, id)G. Their IBE scheme [16] requires that ‖Rid‖ < q, as
‖Rid‖ affects the quality of the SampleRight algorithm and the noise growth. As
long as the PRF computation is in NC1 [16], then ‖Rid‖ can be upper bounded
by a polynomial, allowing the scheme to use a polynomial modulus q. On the
other hand, if the PRF is not computable in NC1, then a super-polynomial q
seems to be inherent in this approach as ‖Rid‖ would become super-polynomial.

To bypass the technical barrier, we introduce a two-step approach that inte-
grates homomorphic evaluation on leveled HE ciphertexts, key homomorphic
evaluation on the public matrices, and Gentry’s bootstrapping technique [3,29].
Given a leveled FHE (HE) that supports homomorphic computation of the PRF
and has an NC1 decryption algorithm, we add an encryption of a PRF key K,
i.e., c ← HE.Enc(K), to the public key, and encode Bi = A ·Ri + (sk)iG, where
(sk)i is the i-th bit of the decryption key of the HE scheme. Then our new key
derivation process consists of the following two steps:

1. (Homomorphic Evaluation of PRF) First run c̃ = HE.Eval(PRF(·, id), c) to
homomorphically evaluate PRF(K, id).

2. (Key Homomorphic Bootstrapping) Next run the key homomorphic eval-
uation of the decryption algorithm of HE on the matrices {Bi}i∈[k] with
the input c̃, i.e., evaluate HE.Dec(sk, c̃) homomorphically. Then we obtain
Bid = A · RDec + PRF(K, id)G.

As the decryption algorithm can be computed in NC1, we know that ‖RDec‖
can be bounded by a polynomial. Furthermore, we know that the required HE

5 Actually a homomorphic encryption that supports evaluation of the PRF in (2)
suffices.
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can be instantiated from LWE with a polynomial modulus [3,22]. Putting all
things together, we can obtain the desired IBE.

We note that our result above does not need the circular security assumption,
as we only need a leveled HE that supports computation of the PRF, which is
of a bounded depth. Moreover, in our key homomorphic bootstrapping step, the
secret key of HE is information-theoretically hidden in the matrices Bi’s. This
again does not rely on the circular security assumption.

Finally, we observe that the above two-step approach can be used to improve
the modulus used in prior ABM-LTF [17,41] and signatures [16]. Particularly, we
achieve:

Theorem 1.3 (Informal). Assuming LWE is hard for some q = poly(κ), there
exist an almost tight ABM-LTF and a signature scheme with a poly modulus.

Other Related Work. Very recently, Jager et al. [34] proposed a new frame-
work to improve the size of secret key and reduction loss of the PRFs [8,40,45], yet
their instantiations from lattices however, still require super-polynomial moduli.

2 Preliminaries

Notations. We let κ denote the security parameter. For an integer n, let [n]
denote the set {1, ..., n}. We use bold lowercase letters (e.g. a) to denote vectors
and bold capital letters (e.g. A) to denote matrices. For a positive integer q ≥ 2,
let Zq be the ring of integers modulo q. For a distribution or a set X, we write

x
$←− X to denote the operation of sampling an uniformly random x according

to X. For distribution X,Y , we let SD(X,Y ) denote their statistical distance.
We write X

s≈ Y to mean that they are statistically close, and X
c≈ Y to say

that they are computationally indistinguishable. We let negl(κ) denote the set
of all negligible function μ(κ) = κ−ω(1).

Definition 2.1 (Computational indistinguishability). We say that two
experiments H0,H1 are (t, ε)-indistinguishable with oracle access if for every dis-
tinguisher D within running time t, we have |Pr[DH0accepts]−Pr[DH1accepts]| <
ε, where the probabilities are taken over the coin tosses of H0,H1.

2.1 Learning with Error

We define the multi-secret variant of learning with error, i.e., N -LWE, and note
that the standard learning with error can be denoted as 1-LWE.

Definition 2.2 (Multi-secret Learning with Errors (LWE) Assump-
tion [49]). Let κ be the security parameter, n,m, q,N be integers (functions of
κ), and χ = χ(κ) be a distribution over Zq. The N -LWEn,m,q,χ assumption with

parameter N can be stated that for independently sampled A $←− Z
n×m
q , ui

$←− Z
m
q ,
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si
$←− Z

n
q and ei

$←− χm for i ∈ [N ], the following distributions are computation-

ally indistinguishable: (A, (st
1 · A + et

1), . . . , (s
t
N · A + et

N ))
c≈ (A,ut

1, . . . ,u
t
N ).

We say N -LWEn,m,q,χ problem is (t, ε)-hard if the two distributions above are
(t, ε)-indistinguishable.

By a simple hybrid argument, we can derive a reduction from 1-LWEn,m,q to
N -LWEn,m,q with a security loss with a multiplicative factor of N . The work [20,
47,49] showed that there exist quantum/classical reductions from some worst-
case lattice problems (GapSVP,SIVP) to the LWE problem.

2.2 Learning with Rounding

For any integer modulus q > 2, Zq denotes the quotient ring of integers modulus
q. We define a rounding function �·	p : Zq → Zp for q ≥ p ≥ 2 as

�x	q→p = �(p/q)x̄	q→p,

where x̄ ∈ Z is any integer congruent to x mod q. Furthermore, �·	q→p can be
extended component-wise to vectors and matrices over Zq. In places where the
context is clear about the modulus q, we would omit q in the notation as �·	p

for simplicity of presentation.
Similar to the multi-secret LWE, we define a multi-secret variant for the

LWR assumption, and note that the original LWR [8] can be denoted as 1-LWR.

Definition 2.3 (Multi-secret LWR). Let κ ≥ 1 be the security parameter,
n, q ≥ p ≥ 2, Q be integers (functions of κ). The Q-LWRn,m,q,p assumption

states that for independently sampled A $←− Z
n×m
q , ui

$←− Z
m
q , si

$←− Z
n
q with

i ∈ [Q], the following distributions are computationally indistinguishable:

(A, �st
1 · A	p, . . . , �st

Q · A	p)
c≈ (A, �ut

1	p, . . . , �ut
Q	p),

We say the Q-LWRn,m,q,p problem is (t, ε)-hard if the two distributions above are
(t, ε)-indistinguishable.

Below we define a variant of the LWR problem, namely, LWR′, which will be
useful for our PRF construction.

Definition 2.4 (Multi-secret LWR′). The Q-LWR′
n,m,q,p problem is the same

as Q-LWRn,m,q,p except that the secret vectors s1, . . . , sQ are sampled from Z
n
p .

2.3 Pseudorandom Function and Identity-Based Encryption

Definition 2.5 (Pseudorandom function). Let A and B be finite sets, and
let F = {Fi : A → B} be a function family, endowed with efficient sam-
pleable distribution (F , A and B are all indexed by the security parameter λ). We
say that F is a (t,Q, ε)-pseudorandom function(PRF) family if the following
two experiments are (t, ε)-indistinguishable with oracle access up to Q adaptive
queries: (1) Choose a function F ← F , and (2) Choose a uniformly random
function R : A → B.
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Definition 2.6 (Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) [13,51]). An identity-
based encryption scheme consists of four ppt algorithms (Setup,KeyGen,
Enc,Dec) defined as follows:

– Setup(1κ): Given the security parameter, it outputs a master public key mpk
and a master secret key msk.

– KeyGen(msk, id): Given the msk and an identity id ∈ {0, 1}�, it outputs the
identity secret key skid.

– Enc(mpk, id,m): Given the mpk, an identity id ∈ {0, 1}�, and a message m,
it outputs a ciphertext c.

– Dec(skid, c): Given a secret key skid for identity id and a ciphertext c, it outputs
a plaintext m.

The following correctness and security properties must be satisfied:

Correctness: For all security parameter κ, identity id ∈ {0, 1}� and message m,
the following holds: Pr[Dec(skid,Enc(mpk, id,m)) = m] = negl(κ), where skid ←
KeyGen(msk, id) and (mpk,msk) ← Setup(1κ).

Security: We define the adaptive chosen-plaintext security (IND-ID-CPA) for
IBE as below, where the adversary can adaptively make secret key queries.

Experiment (IND-ID-CPAIBE(A))

1. (mpk,msk)
$←− Setup(1κ).

2. (id∗,m0,m1)
$←− AKeyGen(msk,·)

1 (mpk) where |m0| = |m1| and for each query id by A1 to
KeyGen(msk, ·) we have that id �= id∗.

3. b
$←− {0, 1}.

4. m∗ = mb

5. c∗ $←− Enc(mpk, id∗,m∗)

6. b′ $←− AKeyGen(msk,·)
2 (mpk, c∗) where for each query id by A2 to KeyGen(msk, ·) we have

that id �= id∗.
7. Output 1 if b∗ = b′ and 0 otherwise.

Definition 2.7. For a security parameter κ, let t = t(κ), q = q(κ) and ε = ε(κ).
we say that an IBE scheme E is (t, q, ε)-IND-ID-CPA secure if for any t time
adversary A makes at most q secret key queries and the following holds:

Pr[IND-ID-CPAIBE(A) = 1] ≤ 1
2

+ ε(κ).

2.4 Lattice Backgrounds

Theorem 2.8 (Trapdoor Generation [2,43]). There is a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm TrapGen(1n, q,m) that for all m ≥ m0 = m0(n, q) =
O(n log q), outputs (A,TA) s.t. A ∈ Z

n×m
q is within statistical distance 2−n from

uniform and the distribution of TA is the Discrete Gaussian DZm,τ conditioned
on A · TA = 0 (mod q) and τ = O

√
n log q log n.
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Theorem 2.9 ([1]). Let q > 2,m > n. (i) If s > ‖T̃A‖·ω(
√

log(m + m1)). Then
there exists an algorithm SampleLeft taking (A ∈ Z

n×m
q ,B ∈ Z

n×m1 ,TA,u ∈
Z

n
q , s) as input, outputs a vector d ∈ Z

m+m1 distributed statistically close to
DΛu

q ([A|B]),s. (ii) If s > ‖T̃B‖ · ‖R‖ · ω(
√

log m). Then there exists an algorithm
SampleRight taking (A ∈ Z

n×k
q ,R ∈ Z

k×m,B ∈ Z
n×m,TB,u ∈ Z

n
q , s) as input,

outputs a vector d ∈ Z
m+k distributed statistically close to DΛu

q ([A|AR+B]),s.

Gadget Matrix. We recall the “gadget matrix” G defined in [43]. The “gadget
matrix” G = g ⊗ In ∈ Z

n×n�log q�
q where g = (1, 2, 4, ..., 2�log q�−1).

Lemma 2.10 ([43], Theorem 1). Let q be a prime, and n,m be integers with
m = n�log q	. There is a full-rank matrix G ∈ Z

n×m
q such that the lattice Λ⊥

q (G)
has a publicly known trapdoor matrix TG ∈ Z

n×m with ‖T̃G‖ ≤ √
5, where T̃G

is the Gram-Schmidt order orthogonalization of TG.

Lemma 2.11 ([14], Lemma 2.1). There is a deterministic algorithm, denoted
by G−1(·) : Zn×m

q → Z
m×m, that takes any matrix A ∈ Z

n×m
q as input, and

outputs the preimage G−1(A) of A such that G · G−1(A) = A (mod q) and
‖G−1(A)‖ ≤ m.

Definition 2.12 (δ-compatible algorithms [54]). We say that the determin-
istic algorithms (EvalPub,EvalTrap) are δ-compatible for a function family F = {f :
{0, 1}� → {0, 1}} if they are efficient and satisfy the following properties:

– EvalPub(f ∈ F , {Ai ∈ Z
n×m
q }i∈[�]) = Af ∈ Z

n×m.
– EvalTrap(f ∈ F ,A,x ∈ {0, 1}�, {Ri ∈ Z

m×m}i∈[�]) = Rf ∈ Z
m×m.

For any x = (x1, ..., x�) ∈ {0, 1}�, we require that the following holds:

EvalPub(f, {ARi + xiG}i∈[�]) = ARf + f(x)G (mod q),

and we have ‖Rf‖∞ ≤ δ · maxi∈[�]{‖Ri‖}.
Lemma 2.13 (Noise Rerandomization [36]). Let q, �,m be positive integers
and r a positive real satisfying r > max{ηε(Zm), ηε(Z�)}. Let b ∈ Z

m
q be arbitrary

vector and x chosen from DZm,r. Then for any V ∈ Z
m×� and positive real

σ > s1(V), there exists a PPT algorithm ReRand(V, b + x, r, σ) that outputs
b

′
= bV+x

′ ∈ Z
�
q where the statistical distance of the discrete Gaussian DZ�,2rσ

and the distribution of x
′
is within 8ε.

Fully Homomorphic Encryption. We present the syntax of (leveled fully)
homomorphic encryption. A homomorphic encryption scheme HE = (HE.
KeyGen,HE.Enc,HE.Dec,HE.Eval) is a quadruple of ppt algorithms as follows:

– HE.KeyGen(1κ). Generate an encryption key ek. a public evaluation key evk,
and a secret decryption key dk.

– HE.Enc(ek, μ). Generate a ciphertext ct.
– HE.Dec(dk, ct). Decrypt the ciphertext and output message μ.
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– HE.Eval(evk, f, {cti}). The algorithm takes evk and a function (circuit) f and
a set of ciphertexts {cti} as input, and outputs an evaluated ciphertext ctf .

Correctness and security follow by the standard definitions as [21,29]. If a
homomorphic scheme HE supports evaluation of a class of functions C, then it
is C-homomorphic. A fully homomorphic encryption supports evaluation of all
polynomial-sized circuits. Details are deferred to full version of this paper.

Next, we present an important result, saying that for most of the LWE-based
FHEs, the decryption circuits are in NC1 and can be homomorphically evaluated
with a small noise growth.

Theorem 2.14 ([3,22]). For all n, q,m, � ∈ N, and for any sequence of matri-

ces (B1, ...,B�) ∈ (Zn×m
q )� where Bi = ARi + xiG for A $←− Z

n×m
q ,Ri

$←−
{−1, 1}m×m, xi

$←− {0, 1}, the following holds. For the special decryption algo-
rithms f ∈ {0, 1}� → {0, 1} of LWE based FHE [3,22], EvalPub(f,B1, ...,B�) =
ARf + f(x)G (mod q), where x = (x1, ..., x�), and ‖Rf‖2 ≤ O(n2+ε) for
any ε ∈ (0, 1). In other word, the algorithms (EvalPub,EvalTrap) are O(n2+ε)-
compatible in this case.

3 Almost Tight Lattice-Based PRF Under Poly Moduli

In this section, we first present an (almost) tight reduction of LWE → Q-LWR′

for bounded number of samples with a polynomial modulus. This new reduction
serves as the core technique to prove the almost tight security of GGM PRF from
LWE with polynomial modulus.

3.1 LWR with a General Modulus q

To study the LWR problem with a general modulus q, we first present a useful
leftover hash lemma in a general Zq. In particular, we show that matrix multi-
plication in general Zq is a good extractor, i.e. (A, stA)

s≈ (A,u), as long as the
min-entropy of s mod p′ has sufficient entropy for every factor p′ of q.

We note that this condition for entropy is necessary as otherwise, we can
construct a simple counterexample where the output distribution of stA is far
from uniform. Consider q = 210, and s is sampled uniformly from {0, 2}n. It is
clear that s has min-entropy n and all components of s are small, but for any
vector a ∈ Z

n
q , 〈s,a〉 is an even number and thus the distribution of 〈s,a〉 over

a random a is far from uniform over Zq.
More formally, we use the following lemma to show that this entropy condi-

tion is sufficient for extraction.

Theorem 3.1 (Randomness Extraction for General q). Let z, n, k, q ∈ N

be integers and ε ∈ (0, 1) such that

k > z log q + 3(log(zq) + log(1/ε)) + 2(log q)(log log q) + 7.
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Suppose s is chosen from some distribution over Z
n
q such that H∞(s mod p) ≥ k

for any factor p of q, and A $←− Z
n×z
q , u

$←− Z
z
q are chosen independently of s

from the uniform distribution. Then we have: Δ[(A, st · A); (A,ut)] ≤ ε.

This theorem can be proved via Lemma 2.3 in [42]. We describe our alterna-
tive proof for completeness of presentation in the full version of this paper.

Next, we define a generalization of the weak learning with rounding (wLWR)
assumption (in the form of multi-secret) in general Zq. Intuitively, the wLWR
problem considers scenarios where the secret s comes from some high min-
entropy distribution (e.g., perhaps the secret is somewhat leaked) instead of
the uniform distribution.6

Definition 3.2 (Multi-secret wLWR). Let κ be the security parameter, n,m,

q ≥ p ≥ 2, γ, k,Q be integers (functions of κ). The Q-wLWR(γ,k)
n,m,q,p assumption

states: let {(si, auxi)}i∈[Q] be Q pairs of correlated random variables where (i) each
pair is sampled independently of the others, (ii) the support of each si ∈ [−γ, γ]n,
and (iii) H∞(si mod p′ | auxi) ≥ k for every prime factor p′ of q and for i ∈ [Q].
Then the distributions below are computationally indistinguishable:

({auxi}i∈[Q],A, �st
1 · A	p, . . . , �st

Q · A	p)
c≈ ({auxi}i∈[Q],A, �u1	p, . . . , �uQ	p),

where A $←− Z
n×m
q ,u1, · · · ,uQ

$←− Z
m
q are chosen randomly and independently of

{(si, auxi)}i∈[Q]. We say the Q-wLWR(γ,k)
n,m,q,p problem is (t, ε)-hard if the two distri-

butions above are (t, ε)-indistinguishable.

We remark that contrast with the previous definition by [4] for restricted
moduli, our generalized definition instead impose more condition on the secret
distribution, just as required in the randomness extraction in Theorem3.1, i.e.,
s mod p′ has sufficient entropy for every factor p′ of q. Intuitively, without this
additional condition in general Zq, �st · A	 might be far from uniform for some
s which is only guaranteed to have high min-entropy.

More formally, we establish the following main theorem to show that Q-wLWR
is at least as hard as n-LWE for a wide range of parameters.

Theorem 3.3 (Hardness of Multi-secret (w)LWR). Let k, �, n,m, p, q, γ,
Q, λ be positive integers, pmin be the smallest prime factor of q, c be an integer,
and χ be a β-bounded distribution for some real β > 0, such that q ≥ 2βγnmp.
Assume n-LWE�,m,q,χ problem is (t, ε)-hard, then we have the following:

– (High entropy secret). Q-wLWR(γ,k)
n,m,q,p is (t′, ε′)-hard, where t′ = t −

poly(κ), ε′ = 2cε + (Qc + 1) 1
2λ , if k ≥ (�m

c � + 2(log log q) + � + λ + 3
)
log q +

3 log�m
c � + 3λ + 7.

6 In prior work [4], the wLWR problem is originally defined with respect to the secret
s having sufficient min-entropy, and it is proved hard just for restricted moduli q.
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– (Uniform secret). Q-LWRn,m,q,p is (t′, ε′)-hard, where t′ = t − poly(κ), ε′ =

2cε + (Qc + 1) 1
2λ , if n ≥ 1

min{log(2γ),log(pmin)}
((

�m
c � + 2(log log q) + � + λ +

3
)

log q + 3 log�m
c � + 3λ + 7

)
.

The proof of this theorem relies on the use of a lossy matrix and randomness
extraction alternately as we described in Sect. 1.2. Due to space limit, we defer
the full proof to the supplementary material in full version of this paper.

Note that the reduction loss in Theorem 3.3 does not depend on Q in the
multiplicative way, and thus can be made tight in several parameter settings.
Furthermore, the hardness of ordinary wLWR, LWR and LWR′ in the general Zq

can be derived easily from this theorem.
As we discussed in the beginning of this section, our result in Theorem3.3

improves the prior work [4] in the following two aspects: (1) our q does not
require the additional number theoretic requirement, and (2) if the secret s has
sufficient entropy, we can further improve the security loss. The work [4] can be
thought as c = m in our case.

Using the above theorem, we can prove the problem LWR′
n,m,q,p as a special

case of the problem wLWR(γ,k)
n,m,q,p, where γ = p, and k = n (min{log p, log(pmin)}).

We note that by a simple calculation, s
$←− Zp implies H∞(s mod p′) ≥

n (min{log p, log(pmin)}) for any prime factor p′ of q. Thus we have the following
corollary.

Corollary 3.4 (Hardness of Multi-secret LWR′). Let �, n,m, p, q,Q, λ be
positive integers, pmin be the smallest prime factor of q, c be an integer, and
χ be a β-bounded distribution for some real β > 0, such that q ≥ 2βnmp2.
Assume n-LWE�,m,q,χ problem is (t, ε)-hard, then Q-LWR′

n,m,q,p is (t′, ε′)-hard,

where t′ = t − poly(κ), ε′ = 2cε + (Qc + 1) 1
2λ , if n ≥ 1

min{log p,log(pmin)}
((

�m
c � +

2(log log q) + � + λ + 3
)

log q + 3 log�m
c � + 3λ + 7

)
.

Some Useful Setting of Parameters. Our reduction of LWE → Q-LWR′ holds
for a wide range of parameters (e.g., q = pe). Here we describe one example,
which will be used in our almost tight PRF in Sect. 3.2.

Table 1. Simple example of parameter setting

Parameters Description Setting

κ Security parameter

n LWR dimension 50κ

m Number of LWR samples 2n

p Modulus of LWR κ

q Modulus of LWE p6

� LWE dimension κ

c Reduction parameter 24

λ Statistical loss parameter 2κ

β LWE error bound
√

κ
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Through combining Theorem3.3 and Corollary 3.4, together with the param-
eter setting in Table 1, we can directly achieve the following corollary

Corollary 3.5. Let κ be the security parameter, �, n,m, p, q, λ, β, c be func-
tion of κ setting above. Assume n-LWE�,m,q,χ problem is (t, ε)-hard, then Q-
LWR′

n,m,q,p is (t′, ε′)-hard for any Q = poly(κ) and sufficient large κ, where
t′ = t − poly(κ), ε′ ≤ 48ε + 24Q+1

22κ .

3.2 Lattice-Based PRF with poly Modulus

In this section, we show that the GGM-based construction [8], when instantiated
under LWR’ with parameters as Table 1, indeed achieves almost tight security.
Thus, we achieve the first almost tight LWE-based PRF with a poly modulus.

Lattice PRF via GGM. By using the (n)-LWR′ (with bounded samples) and
the GGM construction, one can derive a PRF, as shown by the work [8]. For
completeness, below we include the construction, parameters, and a theorem
that summarizes security.

Construction. For parameters n ∈ N, moduli q ≥ p ≥ 2, and input length
k ≥ 1, the family F consists of functions from {0, 1}k to Z

n
p . A function F ∈ F

is indexed by some A0,A1 ∈ Z
n×n
q and s ∈ Z

n
p , and is defined as

F (x) = Fs,{Ai}i∈{0,1}(x1, ..., xk);= �. . . ��st · Ax1	p · Ax2	p . . . · Axk
	p.

We endow F with the distribution where {Ai}i∈{0,1} and s are chosen uniformly
at random, and {Ai}i∈{0,1} can be publicly known.

Parameters. Our PRF works for a wide range of parameters. For ease of our
security proof, we use a concrete parameter setting following Table 1: Let κ be
the security parameter, we set n = 50κ, k = κ, p = κ, q = κ6.

Theorem 3.6. Let κ be security parameter, n, k, p, q be parameters setting
above, and χ be a β-bounded distribution over Zq for β =

√
κ. Assume

LWE�,2n,q,χ is (t, ε)-hard where � = κ. Then the family F constructed above
is a (t

′
, Q, ε

′
)-PRF, where t

′
= t − poly(κ), ε

′ ≤ 48knε + 1
2κ for sufficient large κ

and any Q = poly(κ).

Proof Sketch. As discussed in the introduction, the proof follows the steps

LWE
(i)−→ n-LWE

(ii)−−→ Q-LWR′ (iii)−−→ PRF. Step (i) follows from a standard hybrid
argument; Step (ii) follows from Corollary 3.4 in Sect. 3.1; Step (iii) is very sim-
ilar to the classic proof Q-PRG → PRF (see [12,31,37]). For completeness, we
present the formal arguments in full version of this paper.

We can further improve the result by applying the domain extension tech-
niques by [26], resulting in the Corollary as follows:

Corollary 3.7. Let κ be security parameter, n = 50κ, p = κ, q = κ6, k = κ, � =
κ, β =

√
κ as our setting of parameters. We have the following:
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– Assume n-LWE�,2n,q,χ is (t, ε)-hard where χ is a β-bounded distribution over
Zq. Then there exists a (t

′
, Q, ε

′
)-PRF, where t

′
= t−poly(κ), ε

′ ≤ ω(log κ)ε+
2−Ω(κ) for sufficient large κ and for any Q = poly(κ).

– Assume LWE�,2n,q,χ is (t, ε)-hard where χ is a β-bounded distribution over Zq.
Then there exists a (t

′
, Q, ε

′
)-PRF, where t

′
= t − poly(κ), ε

′ ≤ 48κω(log κ)ε
+2−Ω(κ) for sufficient large κ and any Q = poly(κ).

4 New Framework of Lattice-Based IBE with Tight
Security Under poly Modulus

In this section, we propose a novel framework that integrates key homomor-
phic evaluation on the public matrices, homomorphic evaluation on leveled HE
ciphertexts, bootstrapping, and our almost tight PRF in Sect. 3.2. By applying
this technique, we construct an almost tight adaptively secure IBE from LWE
with a polynomial modulus. Our technique can also apply to the lattice based
signature scheme resulting an almost tight security under poly modulus. Due to
the space, we put the construction in full version of this paper. We present our
IBE construction in Sect. 4.1, and then show the tight security in Sect. 4.2, finally
instantiate all the building blocks in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 IBE Construction

– Setup(1κ) The setup algorithm takes as input a security parameter κ, It does
the following:
1. Sample a random matrix A ∈ Z

n×m
q along with a trapdoor basis TA ∈

Z
m×m of lattice Λ⊥

q (A) by running TrapGen.
2. Select random matrices A0,A1 ∈ Z

n×m
q . Run HE.KeyGen algorithm of a

HE scheme (ek, evk, dk) ← HE.KeyGen . Set the random “PRF key” ele-

ments as {di}i∈[k1] where di
$←− HE.Enc(ek, 0) and set “bootstrapping

key” element as evk . Select random “PRF input” elements

c0
$←− HE.Enc(ek, 0), c1

$←− HE.Enc(ek, 1)

uniformly at random. Select random matrices {Di}i∈[k2] ∈ Z
n×m
q . Express

the decryption algorithm HE.Dec as a NAND Boolean circuit CDec .

3. Select a random vector u
$←− Z

n
q .

4. Select a secure pseudorandom function PRF : {0, 1}k1 × {0, 1}� → {0, 1},
express it as a NAND Boolean circuit CPRF with depth d = d(κ), and

select a PRF key K = s1s2...sk1

$←− {0, 1}k1 .
5. Set msk = (TA,K), and output

mpk = (A, {A0,A1}, {di}i∈[k1], {Di}i∈[k2], {c0, c1}, evk,u,PRF, CPRF).
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– KeyGen(mpk,msk, id) The key generation algorithm take mpk,msk and an
identity id = x1x2...x� ∈ {0, 1}� as input, and does the following:
1. Compute b = PRF(K, id).
2. Compute ctid = HE.Eval(evk, CPRF, ({di}i∈[k1], {cxi

}i∈[�])) .

3. Compute ACPRF,id = EvalPub(CDec, ({Di}i∈[k2], {(ctid)iG}i∈[k3])) , where

(ctid)i is the i-bit of ctid.
4. Set Fid,1−b = [A|A1−b − ACPRF,id] ∈ Z

n×2m
q .

5. Run SampleLeft to sample did from the discrete Gaussian distribution
DΛu

q (Fid,1−b),s, then Fid,1−bdid = u(mod q). Output skid = (b,did).

– Enc(mpk, id, μ) To encrypt a message μ ∈ {0, 1} with respect to an identity
id = x1x2...x� ∈ {0, 1}�:
1. Compute ctid = HE.Eval(evk, CPRF, ({di}i∈[k1], {cxi

}i∈[�])) .

2. Compute ACPRF,id = EvalPub(CDec, ({Di}i∈[k2], {(ctid)iG})) .

3. Set Fid,b = [A|Ab − ACPRF,id] ∈ Z
n×2m
q for b = 0, 1.

4. Select two random vectors s0, s1
$←− Z

n
q .

5. Select two noise scalars v0,0, v1,0 ← DZ,σLWE
and two noise vectors

v0,1,v1,1 ← DZ2m,σ, where σ is a gaussian parameter lager than σLWE.
6. Compute the ciphertext ctid = (c0,0, c0,1, c1,0, c1,1) as:

{
c0,0 = (st

0u + v0,0 + μ�q/2�) mod q

ct
0,1 = (st

0Fid,0 + vt
0,1) mod q

{
c1,0 = (st

1u + v1,0 + μ�q/2�) mod q

ct
1,1 = (st

1Fid,1 + vt
1,1) mod q

– Dec(mpk, skid, ctid) The decryption algorithm uses the key (b,did) to decrypt
(cb,0, cb,1). The decryption algorithm computes η = (cb,0−ct

b,1did) mod q. If η
is closer to 0 that ±q/2, then decryption algorithm outputs μ = 0, otherwise,
outputs μ = 1.

Correctness analysis can be verified in the same way as [16]. We omit it here due
to the space limit.

Parameter Setting. We now provide an instantiation that achieves both cor-
rectness a and security (Table 2).

– To ensure the condition of TrapGen in Theorem 2.8 and achieve the statistical
distance in Lemma 4.2, we set m = O(n log q), n ≥ κ + log k2 + 5;

– According to [3,18,21,30], there exists an HE scheme such that the decryption
circuit is in NC1, so we set L = O(log n);
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Table 2. Parameter setting of IBE scheme

Parameters Description Setting

κ Security parameter

k1 Secret key length of PRF κ

k2 The length of decryption key of HE κ

k3 Output length of HE.Eval κ

n Row dimension of public matrix ≥ 2κ + 5

m Column dimension of public matrix O(n log q)

� Length of id κ

L Depth of HE decryption circuit O(log n)

s Gaussian parameter of secret key O(n3+ε)

σLWE Gaussian parameter of LWE error O(
√

κ + log κ)

σ Gaussian parameter of noise vectors in cb,1 2σ∗ · σLWE

σ∗ Parameter of ReRand algorithm O(n2+ε)

q Modulus of LWE O(n8+ε)

– To ensure that SampleLeft in the real scheme and SampleRight in the simula-
tion game have the statistical distance within 2−(κ+2)/3Qid per Theorem 2.8
and Theorem 2.9, we need

s > ‖T̃A‖ · ω(
√

log 2m) and s > ‖T̃G‖ · ‖R‖ · ω(
√

log m),

where R = RA1−b
− RCPRF,id, and n ≥ κ + 5 + log Qid (Qid is number of

key queries). According to Theorem 2.14 and the bootstrapping computa-
tion [3], the key-homomorphic evaluation algorithm of HE decryption circuit
is O(n2+ε)-compatible for any ε ∈ (0, 1), which means that ‖RCPRF,id‖ ≤
O(n2+ε). To satisfy these conditions, we set s = O(n3+ε) and n ≥ 2κ + 5
(without loss of generality, we assume Qid < 2κ);

– To ensure Regev’s quantum reduction to LWE [49], we need σLWE > 2
√

κ;
– For ReRand algorithm to work with the statistical distance in Lemma4.3, we

need σ∗ > s1([I|R]), σLWE > max{ηε(Zm), ηε(Z�)} and σ = 2σ∗·σLWE. Accord-
ing to the property of smoothing parameters (which can be found in full ver-
sion of this paper) and Theorem2.14, we set σLWE = O(

√
κ + log κ), σ∗ =

O(n2+ε);
– To ensure the correctness of decryption, we need |cb,0 − ct

b,1did| < q/4, as a
result O(s · m · σ) < q/4. We set q = O(n8+ε) (q is not necessarily a prime).

4.2 Security

The security of the IBE scheme above can be stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let the parameters be chosen as above, and χ be the distri-
bution DZm,σLWE

. If the LWEn,m,q,χ problem is (tLWE, εLWE)-hard, HE scheme
is (tHE, k1, εHE)-IND secure with decryption circuit in NC1 (e.g., O(n2+ε)-
compatible), and the PRF used in the IBE is a (tPRF, Qid, εPRF)-PRF, then
the IBE scheme constructed above is (t∗, Qid, ε

∗)-adaptively secure such that
ε∗ ≤ 2(εLWE + εPRF) + 3εHE + 2−κ, and t∗ = min{TLWE, TPRF, THE} −
poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q).
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Proof. We prove the theorem by a sequence of hybrid games. Given a ppt adver-
sary A, the first game is defined as the real adaptive security game. Then we will
show that all the neighboring games are computationally/statistically indistin-
guishable. Finally we show that A has no advantage in the last game to complete
the proof.

Before we present the hybrids, we first define the following simulation algo-
rithms Sim.Setup, Sim.KeyGen and Sim.Enc, making essential modifications of
those in the work Boyen and Li [16]. We highlight the differences in boxes.

– Sim.Setup(1κ) The algorithm does the following:

1. Select a matrix A $←− Z
n×m
q . Run HE.KeyGen algorithm of a HE scheme

(ek, evk, dk) ← HE.KeyGen . Set ”bootstrapping key” element as evk .
Select random “PRF input” elements

c0
$←− HE.Enc(ek, 0) , c1

$←− HE.Enc(ek, 1)

uniformly at random. Express the decryption circuit HE.Dec as a NAND

Boolean circuit CDec and express dk as dk = (dk1, ..., dkk2) .

2. Select k2 + 2 low-norm matrices {RAb}b∈{0,1}, {RDi}i∈[k2]
$←− {0, 1}m×m .

3. Select a secure PRF : {0, 1}k1 ×{0, 1}� → {0, 1} and express it as a NAND
Boolean circuit CPRF with depth d = d(κ).

4. Select a uniformly random string K = s1s2...sk1

$←− {0, 1}k1 .
5. Set Ab = ARAb

+ bG for b = 0, 1 and Di = ARDi + dkiG for i ∈ [k2].

6. Set the random “PRF key” elements as {di}i∈[k1] where

di
$←− HE.Enc(ek, si) .

7. Set vector u
$←− Z

n
q , and publish

mpk = (A, {A0,A1}, {di}i∈[k1], {c0, c1}, {Di}i∈[k2], evk,u,PRF, CPRF) .

– Sim.KeyGen(mpk,msk, id) Upon an input identity id = x1x2...x� ∈ {0, 1}�, the
algorithm uses mpk,msk to do the following:
1. Compute ctid = HE.Eval(evk, CPRF, ({di}i∈[k1], {cxi

}i∈[�])) and

RCPRF,id = EvalTrap(CDec,A, ({dki}i∈[k2], {(ctid)i}i∈[k3]), ({RDi
}i∈[k2], {[0]i}i∈[k3])) ,

where for each i ∈ [k3], [0]i denotes 0 matrix with dimension m × m.
2. Let PRF(K, id) = b ∈ {0, 1}. Set

Fid,1−b = [A|A1−b − ACPRF,id] = [A|A(RA1−b
− RCPRF,id) + (1 − 2b)G].

3. Run SampleRight to sample did ∈ DΛu
q (Fid,1−b),s, and output skid = (b, did) .
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– Sim.Enc(mpk, id∗, μ) The algorithm takes a message μ, mpk and a challenge
identity id∗ as input, does the following:
1. Compute b = PRF(K, id∗).
2. Set Fid∗,b = [A|Ab − ACPRF,id∗ ] = [A|A(RAb

− RCPRF,id∗)]. and

Fid∗,1−b = [A|A1−b −ACPRF,id∗ ] = [A|A(RA1−b
−RCPRF,id∗) + (1 − 2b)G].

3. Select random vectors sb, s1−b
$←− Z

n
q .

4. Select noise scalars vb,0, v1−b,0 ← DZ,σLWE
, and noise vectors

v
′
b,1 ← DZm,σLWE .

5. Let R = RAb
− RCPRF,id∗ , and set σ∗ = σ/2σLWE . Then invoke the

ReRand algorithm to compute

vb,1 = ReRand([I|R], st
bA + v

′
b,1, σLWE, σ

∗) − Ft
id∗,bsb .

6. Select noise vectors v1−b,1 ← DZ2m,σ.
7. Set the challenge ciphertext ctid∗ = (cb,0, cb,1, c1−b,0, c1−b,1) as:

{
cb,0 =

(
st

bu + vb,0 + μ�q/2�) mod q

ct
b,1 =

(
st

bFid∗,b + vt
b,1

)
mod q

{
c1−b,0 =

(
st
1−bu + v1−b,0 + μ�q/2�) mod q

ct
1−b,1 =

(
st
1−bFid∗,1−b + vt

1−b,1

)
mod q

Now we present a sequence of games and prove that the neighboring games
are indistinguishable. We follow the structure of the sequence from Boyen and
Li [16], and add an additional step to incorporate the homomorphic encryption.

Game 0: This is the real adaptive security game, and all the algorithms are
the same as the real game.
Game 1: This game is the same as Game 0 except it runs Sim.Setup and
Sim.KeyGen instead of Setup and KeyGen.
Game 2: This game is the same as Game 1 except that the challenge cipher-
text is generated by Sim.Enc rather than Enc.
Game 3: This game is the same as Game 2 except that during the generation
of challenge ciphertext, it samples (cb,0, cb,1) uniformly random from Zq ×
Z
2m
q for b = PRF(K, id∗), and (c1−b,0, c1−b,1) is computed by Sim.Enc as in

Game 2.
Game 4: This game is the same as Game 3 except for b = PRF(K, id∗) it
runs Enc to generate (c1−b,0, c1−b,1) instead of using Sim.Enc.
Game 5: This game is the same as Game 4 except it runs Setup and KeyGen
to generate mpk and skid∗ .
Game 6: This game is the same as Game 5 except that for b = PRF(K, id∗),
the challenge ciphertext part (cb,0, cb,1) is generated by Enc rather than choos-
ing it randomly, and (c1−b,0, c1−b,1) is chosen randomly.
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Game 7: This game is the same as Game 6 except that it runs Sim.Setup
and Sim.KeyGen to generate mpk and skid∗ .
Game 8: This game is the same as Game 7 except that for b = PRF(K, id∗),
it computes the challenge ciphertext (cb,0, cb,1) by Sim.Enc.
Game 9: This game is the same as Game 8 except that the whole challenge
ciphertext is sampled uniformly at random. As the challenge ciphertext is
independent of the adversary A, clearly in Game 9 the adversary has no
advantage.

We let Wi be the event that γ
′

= γ at the end of the Game i, and set
the advantage’s advantage in Game i as |Pr[Wi] − 1/2|. We prove the following
lemmas, which together imply Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.2. Game 0 and Game 1 are (T1, εHE + 2−(κ+2))-indistinguishable,
assuming the HE scheme is (THE, εHE)-CPA secure, where T1 = THE −
poly(n, k,m,Qid, log q).

Proof. We analyze the only four differences between Game 0 and Game 1:

1. In Game 0, the matrix A is generated by TrapGen, and the matrix A is chosen
uniformly at random in Game 0. By Theorem 2.8, these two distributions of
constructing matrix A are statistically close. More precisely, the statistical
distance is within 2−(κ+2)/3 by our parameter setting.

2. In Game 0, the matrices {A0,A1} are chosen uniformly at random from
Z

n×m
q . While in Game 1, these matrices are computed as Ab = ARAb

+ bG,
for b ∈ {0, 1} for random low-norm matrices {RAb

}b∈{0,1} from {0, 1}m×m.
By Theorem 3.1, the distributions of these matrices in the two games are sta-
tistically close. More precisely, the statistical distance is within 2−(κ+1)/(3k2+
6) by our parameter setting.

3. In Game 0, the elements {di}i∈[k1] are k1 ciphertexts HE.Enc(pk, 0) and
{Di}i∈[k2] are chosen uniformly at random from Z

n×m
q . In Game 1, these

elements are the ciphertexts HE.Enc(pk, si) and {Di}i∈[k2] are the matrices
Di = ARDi

+ tiG. We show the indistinguishability of the two cases by
bybrid argument, we define a sequence of sub-hybirds:

– H0: Sample {di}i∈[k1] and {Di}i∈[k2] as in Game 0.
– H1: Generate {di}i∈[k1] as in Game 1. Set {Di}i∈[k2] as in Game 0.
– H2: Set {di}i∈[k1] and {Di}i∈[k2] as in Game 1.

We first show that the neighboring games H0 and H1 are (T
′
, εHE)-

indistinguishable by assuming that HE scheme is (THE, εHE)-secure, where
T

′
= THE − poly(n,m, k, log q). Then, we show that H1 and H2 are statisti-

cally close by Theorem 3.1.
Without loss of generality, if there exists a distinguisher D can distinguish H0

from H1 within running time TD ≤ T ′ and with advantage εD ≥ εHE, then
we construct a reduction B that breaks HE as follows:

– B chooses {Di}i∈[k2] uniformly at random from Z
n×m
q .
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– B sets m0 = (s1, ..., sk1),m1 = (0, ...0) as its challenge messages, and
forwards m0,m1 to the challenger. B gets the challenge ciphertext ct∗ =
{cti}i∈[k1] from the challenger, and sets ct∗ = {di}i∈[k1].

– B simulates the hybrid game (either H0 or H1) with {di}i∈[k1], {Di}i∈[k2]

and then outputs the outcome of D.
Clearly, if the challenger encrypts m0, then B simulates the hybrid H0,
and otherwise, the hybrid H1. Therefore, B has the same advantage as
D, i.e., εD ≥ εHE, in breaking HE, and the running time of B is within
TD + poly(n,m, k, log q) ≤ THE. This is a contradiction to the security of
HE.
The difference between H1 and H2 is the generation of the matrices {Di}i∈[k2].
By Theorem 3.1, {Di}i∈[k2] in the two cases are statistically close, and more
precisely, the statistical distance of H1 and H2 is within k2×2−(κ+2)/(3k2+6)
by our setting of parameters.

4. In both Game 0 and Game 1, the use of A0 or A1 in the key generation
algorithms is decided by b = PRF(K, id). For a private key query on id in
Game 1, let

Fid,1−b = [A|A1−b − ACPRF,id] = [A|A · (RA1−b
− RCPRF,id) + (1 − 2b)G].

Note that the trapdoor of Λ⊥
q (G) is also a trapdoor of Λ⊥

q ((1 − 2b)G). In
Game 0, did is generated by SampleLeft with the trapdoor TA. In Game 1,
did is generated by SampleRight with the trapdoor of Λ⊥

q ((1−2b)G). By The-
orem 2.9 and our setting of parameters, the statistical distance between the
distributions of a single key did in the two cases is bounded by 2−(κ+2)/3Qid.
Therefore, from a simple union bound over Qid keys, we conclude that the
secret key distributions generated in these two ways are within a statistical
distance up to 2−(κ+2)/3.

By combining the arguments above, we conclude that Game 0 and Game 1 are
(T1, εHE + 2−(κ+2))-indistinguishable, where T1 = THE − poly(n,m, k, log q). ��
Lemma 4.3. Game 1 and Game 2 are (∞, 2−(κ+2)/2)-indistinguishable.

Proof. The only difference between Game 1 and Game 2 is the way how the
challenge ciphertext is generated. Particularly, in Game 1, the challenge cipher-
text is generated by Enc, and the noise vectors are sampled from some discrete
Gaussian distributions that are independent of mpk. In Game 2 the challenge
ciphertext is generated by Sim.Enc.

By construction, Enc and Sim.Enc generate (cb,0, c1−b,0, c1−b,1) in the same
way, so the distributions of (cb,0, c1−b,0, c1−b,1) are identical for the two cases.

By the construction of cb,1 in the challenge ciphertext in Game 2,

ct
b,1 =

(
st

bFid∗,b + vt
b,1

)
mod q

=
(
st

b[A|A(RAb
− RCPRF,id∗)] + ReRand([I|R], st

bA + v
′
b,1, σLWE, σ∗)

)
mod q

=
(
st

b[A|AR] + ReRand([I|R], st
bA + v

′
b,1, σLWE, σ∗)

)
mod q.
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It is easy to see that the elements sb,A,R,vt
b,1 appearing in the ciphertext of

Game 2 have the same distributions as those in Game 1. The only difference is
the generation of vb,1. In Game 1, vb,1 is sampled from DZ2m,σ. In Game 2, vb,1

is the output of ReRand([I|R], st
bA+v

′
b,1, σLWE, σ

∗), resulting the output gaussian
parameter r = 2σLWE ·σ∗ = σ. By Lemma 2.13 and our setting of parameters, the
statistical distance between the distributions of vb,1 in the two cases is bounded
by 2−(κ+2)/2. Therefore, the statistical distance between Game 1 and Game 2
is bounded by 2−(κ+2)/2. ��
Lemma 4.4. Game 2 and Game 3 are (T3, εLWE)-indistinguishable, where
T3 = TLWE −poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q), assuming LWEn,q,χ problem is (TLWE, εLWE)-
hard.

Proof. We show this by reduction. Assume that there exists a distinguisher D
that distinguishes Game 2 from Game 3 within time TD ≤ T3 and with advan-
tage εD ≥ εLWE, then we construct a (TLWE, εLWE)-reduction B that breaks the
LWE assumption. This is a contradiction to the LWE assumption.

The reduction algorithm B leverages D to break the the LWE hardness as
follows: at the beginning, B receives the LWE challenge (A, b) ∈ Z

n×m
q × Z

m
q

and (a, b) ∈ Z
n
q × Zq, which is either from O$ or Os , where O$ is the uniformly

random distribution over Z
n×(m+1)
q × Z

m+1
q and Os is the distribution of m + 1

LWE instances with same secret s. B does as follows:

– Setup: Set A as the public matrix in mpk and a = u. Set other public param-
eters as Game 2.

– Phase 1: B answers the secret key queries as Game 2.
– Challenge: B computes the challenge ciphertext of id∗ as follows.

1. Let b = PRF(K, id∗). B sets

Fid∗,1−b = [A|A1−b − ACPRF,id]
= [A|A(RA1−b

− RCPRF,id∗) + (1 − 2b)G].

2. Let R = RAb
− RCPRF,id∗ . Then constructs (cb,0, cb,1) as
{

cb,0 = (b + μ�q/2�) mod q

ct
b,1 = (ReRand([I|R], b, σLWE, σ

∗)) mod q

3. B sets (c1−b,0, c1−b,1) the same as Game 2.
– Phase 2: B replies the secret key queries as in Game 2.
– Gauss: If D outputs “Game 2”, B decides that the challenge is from Os .

Otherwise, B decides that the challenge is from O$.

If B gets an LWE instance from the oracle Os , then the distributions of the ele-
ments cb,0, cb,1 in the challenge ciphertext are the same as in Game 2. Therefore,
B simulates Game 2 for D in this case. On the other hand, if B gets an instance
from the oracle O$, then cb,0, cb,1 are uniformly at random, which distribute as the
case ofGame 3. Thus B simulatesGame 3 in this case. As a result, the advantage
of B is the same as that of D, i.e., εD ≥ εLWE, and the running time of B is at most
= TD + poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q) ≤ TLWE. This completes the proof. ��
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Lemma 4.5. Game 3 and Game 4 are identically distributed.

Proof. It is easy to see that the ways of generating the challenge ciphertext
c1−b,0, c1−b,1, from Enc and Sim.Enc, are identical. Thus, the advantages of the
adversary in Game 3 and Game 4 are identical. ��
Lemma 4.6. Game 4 and Game 5 are (T5, εHE + 2−(κ+2))-indistinguishable,
assuming HE is (THE, εHE)-CPA secure, where T5 = THE−poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q).

Proof. The proof is the same as Lemma 4.2. ��
Lemma 4.7. Game 5 and Game 6 are (T6, 2εPRF)-indistinguishable, assum-
ing the PRF is (TPRF, εPRF)-secure, where T6 = TPRF − poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q).

Proof. Let b = PRF(K, id∗) for the challenge identity id∗. Recall that in Game 5,
the ciphertext component (cb,0, cb,1) is uniformly random and (c1−b,0, c1−b,1) is
generated by Enc. In Game 6, the ciphertext component (cb,0, cb,1) is generated
by Enc and (c1−b,0, c1−b,1) is uniformly random. We prove the indistinguishabil-
ity between Game 5 and Game 6 by three steps.

First we define Game 5
′
, which is the same as Game 5 except that it

samples b
$←− {0, 1} to generate the secret keys and challenge ciphertext instead

of computing it by PRF. We note that if the same identity is queried multiple
times, the same b will be used. Clearly, a distinguisher between Game 5

′
and

Game 5 leads to an attacker for PRF. So Game 5
′
and Game 5 are (T

′
6, εPRF)-

indistinguishable.
Second, we define Game 5

′′
, which is the same as Game 5

′
except that

for randomly sampled b for id∗, it runs Enc to produce (cb,0, cb,1) and samples
(c1−b,0, c1−b,1) uniformly at random. As b is uniformly at random, the advantages
of the adversary in Game 5

′′
and Game 5

′
are the same.

Finally, because Game 5
′′

and Game 6 are the same except that b is com-
puted via PRF, Game 5

′′
and Game 6 are (T

′
6, εPRF)-indistinguishable.

The lemma follows directly by combining arguments in these three steps. ��
Lemma 4.8. Game 6 and Game 7 are (T7, εHE + 2−(κ+2))-indistinguishable,
assuming the HE scheme is (THE, εHE)-CPA secure, where T7 = THE −
poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q).

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 4.2. ��
Lemma 4.9. Game 7 and Game 8 are (∞, 2−(κ+2)/2)-indistinguishable.

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof for Lemma 4.3. ��
Lemma 4.10. Game 8 and Game 9 are (T9, εLWE)-indistinguishable,
assuming LWEn,q,χ problem is (TLWE, εLWE)-hard, where T9 = TLWE −
poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q).

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof for Lemma 4.4. ��
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By combining all the lemmas above with the composition property of (compu-
tational) indistinguishability, we conclude that

|Pr[W0]−1/2| ≤
8∑

i=0

|Pr[Wi]−Pr[Wi+1]|+ |Pr[W9]−1/2| ≤ 2(εPRF +εLWE)+3εHE +2−κ,

and
t∗ = min{T1, T3, T5, T6, T7, T9} − poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q)

= min{TLWE, TPRF, THE} − poly(n,m, k,Qid, log q).

��

4.3 Instantiations of LWE-based PRF and HE

We point out that all the building blocks can be instantiated under LWE with
a polynomial modulus and almost tight analyses. For the PRF, we can use our
construction in this work (see Corollary 3.7 in Sect. 3.2). For the homomorphic
encryption, we can use the schemes [3,22] (which can be found in full version of
this paper). Putting things together, we achieve the following corollary.

Corollary 4.11. For certain n,m, q = poly(κ), χ such that LWEn,m,q,χ is (tLWE,
εLWE)-hard, there exists a (t∗, Qid, ε

∗)-adaptively secure IBE, where ε∗ ≤ κω(log κ)
εLWE + negl(κ) and t∗ = tLWE − poly(n,m,Qid, log q), for any polynomial Qid.

5 ABM-LTF with Tight Security Under poly Modulus

In this section, we present a new construction of almost tight ABM-LTF based on
LWE with a polynomial modulus. This improves the work of Libert et al. [41],
which requires a super-polynomial modulus. The crux of our improvement relies
on our new insight as we described in Sect. 4.

Let n,m, �, e, κ be integers, q = pe be a modulus such that m ≥ 2n log q and
� < n, where p is a large prime and p > κ. Let χ be a noise distribution, and
let σx, σe, γx, γe > 0 be parameters. The function evaluation sampling domain
is DE

κ = DE
x × DE

e , where DE
x (resp. DE

e ) is the set of x (resp. e) in Z
n (resp.

Z
2m) with ‖x‖ ≤ γx

√
nσx (resp. ‖e‖ ≤ γe

√
2mσe). Its inversion domain is

DD
κ = DD

x ×DD
e , where DD

x (resp. DD
e ) is the set of x (resp. e) in Z

n (resp. Z2n)
with ‖x‖ ≤ √

nσx (resp. ‖e‖ ≤ √
2mσe), and its range is R = Z

2m
q . In this case,

the function inputs are sampled from the distribution DDE
κ

= D
DE

x

Zn,σx
×D

DE
e

Z2m,σe
.

We remark that D
DE

x

Zn,σx
(resp. D

DE
e

Z2m,σe
) is obtained by restricting the distribution

DZn,σx
(resp. DZ2m,σe

) to the support of DE
x (resp. DE

e ).
Furthermore, let HE = (HE.KeyGen,HE.Enc,HE.Dec,HE.Eval) be a leveled

fully homomorphic encryption scheme that can homomorphically evaluate PRF
presented in Sect. 4 with polynomial modulus. Let (EvalPub,EvalTrap) be a pair
of deterministic algorithms that are δ-compatible for HE.Dec. Specifically, this
δ might be 4dm3/2 or Õ(n2+ε) according to different homomorphic evaluation
algorithms according to Theorem 2.14. Furthermore, we use k3 ∈ N to denote
the output length of HE.Eval.
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Construction. Below we present our construction of ABM-LTF. Our scheme
modifies that of Libert et al. [41] in an essential way. To highlight our new
insights, we describe our modifications in the boxes.

– Key generation. ABM.Gen(1κ) does the following steps:
1. Compute and output Ā = C · B + F ∈ Z

n×m
q with B $←− U(Z�×m

q ),

C $←− U(Zn×�
q ) and F ← χn×m.

2. Select a secure pseudorandom function PRF : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}v → {0, 1}κ

with input length v ∈ N and key length k ∈ N. Choose K
$←− {0, 1}k as

an independent key for PRF. We denote by si ∈ {0, 1} the i-th bit of K.
3. RunHE.KeyGen algorithm of aHE scheme (hek, hevk, hdk) ← HE.KeyGen .

Express the decryption algorithm HE.Dec as a NAND Boolean circuit
CDec , and express its decryption key hdk as hdk = (hdk1, ..., hdkg)

where hdki ∈ {0, 1} and g ∈ N.
4. Select g low-norm matrices {RDi}i∈[g]

$←− {−1, 1}m×m.

5. Set cb
$←− HE.Enc(hek, b) for b = 0, 1.

6. Set di
$←− HE.Enc(hek, si) for i ∈ [k].

7. Set Di = Ā · RDi
+ hdkiG for i ∈ [g].

8. Output the evaluation key ek, the inversion key ik and the lossy generation
key tk, which consist of

ek =
(
PRF, CPRF, CDec, Ā, {di}i∈[k], {Di}i∈[g], c0, c1, hevk

)
,

ik =
({RDi

}i∈[g], hdk,K
)
, tk := K.

– Evaluation. ABM.Eval(ek, t,X) takes as inputs X := (x,e) ∈ DE
κ and the tag

t = (tc, ta) ∈ {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}v, and proceeds as follows.
1. For each integer j ∈ [κ], let CPRF,j : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}v → {0, 1} be the

Boolean circuit, which evaluate the j-th bit of PRF(K, ta) ∈ {0, 1}κ. Run
the homomorphic evaluation algorithm of HE to obtain

ctj = HE.Eval(hevk, CPRF,j , ({di}i∈[k], {cta[i]}i∈[�])) ,

where ta[i] denotes the i-th bit of ta for i ∈ [�]. Furthermore, run the
public evaluation algorithm to obtain

BPRF,j = EvalPub(CDec, ({Di}i∈[g], {(ctj)iG})) ,

where {(ctj)i}i∈N denotes the bit representation of ciphertext ctj .
2. Define the matrix

At =
(
Ā,

∑
j∈[κ]

(
(−1)tc[j]BPRF,j + tc[j]G

))
∈ Z

n×2m
q ,

and compute the output yt = xt · At + et ∈ Z
2m
q . Notice that after

summation for all j ∈ [κ], the coefficient of matrix G in the right half
part of At is just the hamming distance between tc and PRF(K, ta).
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– Inversion. ABM.Invert(ik, t,Y) takes as inputs the inversion key ik =(
{RDi

}i∈[g],K
)
, the tag t = (tc, ta) ∈ {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}� and Y := y ∈ R,

and proceeds:
1. Return ⊥ if tc = PRF(K, ta).
2. Otherwise, for each j ∈ [κ], run the following two algorithms:

ctid = HE.Eval(hevk, CPRF,j , ({di}i∈[k], {cta[i]}i∈[�]))

RPRF,j = EvalTrap(CDec, Ā, ({hdki}i∈[g], {(ctid)i}i∈[k3]), {RDi}i∈[g], {[0]i}i∈[k3])

and compute the matrix Rt =
∑

j∈[κ](−1)tc[j]RPRF,j ∈ Z
m×m, where for

each i ∈ [k3], [0]i denotes 0 matrix with dimension m × m.
3. Let ht denote the hamming distance between tc and PRF (K, ta). Then

Compute and set At =
(
Ā, ĀRt + htG

) ∈ Z
n×2m
q , Use the G-trapdoor

Rt of A with tag ht to solve the unique (x,e) ∈ DD
κ such that yt =

xt · A + et. This can be done by applying the LWE inversion algorithm
(which can be found in full version of this paper).

– Lossy tag generation. ABM.LTag(tk) takes as input an auxiliary tag com-
ponent ta ∈ {0, 1}� and uses tk = K to compute and output tc = PRF(K, ta) ∈
{0, 1}κ.

Below we state a theorem that summarizes what we can achieve. Due to
space limit, we present the syntax of ABM-LTF and the security analysis in full
version of this paper.

Theorem 5.1. Let κ be the security parameter, χ = DZ,β/(2
√

κ) for some
β > 4κ. Let n,m, �, e be functions of κ, q = pe be a modulus such that
m ≥ 2n log q, n = Ω(� log q) and κ < � < n, where p is a large prime and p > κ.
Let γx ≥ 3

√
m/n, γe ≥ 3, σx > Ω(n), Ω(m

√
nκδβσx) ≤ σe ≤ q/(10

√
2κδm).

Then, our new construction is an l-lossy ABM-LTF with l = Ω(n log n) based on
LWE�,2m,q,χ.
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